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EDITORS NOTE
A land of
Opportunity
WORDS + Dean Fleming

A friend once told me that
holding the first copy of a new publication
is similar to holding a newborn child. “In
some ways it’s better” he added, “magazines
and books can’t bring tattooed boys to
Thanksgiving or talk back at the dinner table.”
As I write the inaugural Editor’s Note for
California Climber I can only visualize its adult
form. While the printed edition will probably
spark some sense of pride and parenthood, I
certainly won’t be the only one to experience
a deep connection with this magazine.

To each and every contributor, the first
edition of California Climber has been a labor
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of love. Fueled by cracked beers, creative
energy and gallons of coffee, countless
late nights were spent collaborating on this
free regional climbing magazine. While our
suggestions and styles don’t always match,
we are motivated by a common goal: to share
our love of California’s spectacular rock
climbing destinations through quality printed
manuscripts and photographs.

And what better season to ignite California’s
first regional climbing magazine than summer?
Summer is a time of open highways, endless
possibilities, alpine adventures and star-gazing
bivies. But as we all know, warmer climates
don’t always produce ideal climbing conditions.
Anyone who’s spent a summer in Yosemite
knows that sweltering on big walls and fighting
traffic can turn even the most dedicated

climber into a dehydrated zombie. With that in
mind, this summer we choose to escape the
west-coast’s crowded areas to venture into
the pristine wilderness and cool temps of the
Golden State’s lesser-known crags.

In this issue we highlight a fine selection of
local cliffs with prime summer conditions. From
the high elevation peaks and boulder-fields
of Lake Tahoe, Mammoth and Sonora Pass to
the salt-sprayed buttresses along California’s
northern coastline, this issue is packed with
summer-accessible crowd free destinations
and tips to keep you on the road and racking
up. So fill those ice chests (see our beer-in-acan review on page 11), pack up your crag van
(check out Logan Talbott’s renovated Sprinter
on page 15) and join us as we head to the hills
for five excellent summer climbing trips.
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CALIFORNIA CLIMBER

DAVE YERIAN
DOB – 1/3/57
RESIDENCE – Berkeley C.A
YEARS CLIMBING – 39

Anyone who’s had the pleasure of meeting Dave
Yerian can distinctly remember their first encounter with
him. From a shadowy figure wailing on a harmonica in a
dark corner of a house party, to a friendly hitchhiker on
the crest of Tioga Pass, Dave’s personality is notorious
and infectious.
Dave has been climbing since 1973 and though a
part of Yosemite’s Stonemaster era, he hasn’t attained
a super hero status. He isn’t famous for stark runouts,
soloing, or pushing the limits of technical climbing. Simply
put, Dave Yerian has been obsessed with climbing since
he was 17 years old and has somehow managed to climb
steadily for the last 39 years. And at 55 years old, he’s
just as psyched on the sport as he was the first time he
roped up.
This season we had an opportunity to sit down with
Dave and learn a little more about his style, his views
on technology, training and most importantly, what has
motivated him to throw himself at cliffs and boulders for
over 30 years.

Did you move to Yosemite after High School?
“Yeah, right after high school I moved up to Yosemite to get on the
rescue team. I just ended up climbing full time and trying to establish
myself within the community there.”
Do you still maintain a connection to a lot of the people you met in
Yosemite?
“A lot of them don’t climb anymore and that was our connection so we
don’t really talk that much these days. We are all living different lives.
When we do see each other it’s great but I think only about 20% of my
generation is still climbing.”
You’re still climbing full-time. Do you continue to train for climbing?
“Yeah I still do for sure. I mostly just lift light weights and do some
core exercises. Then I get into the climbing gym twice a week, go out
bouldering three times a week and ride my bike.”
Is it harder to train or to motivate to climb than it was when you were
younger?

CC - What brought you into the sport?
DY - “I started climbing with a mountaineering class at Carlmont high
school in Belmont California in 1973.”
What are the most significant changes have you seen in the sport since
you began climbing?
“Styles of climbing have changed a lot; like people previewing and preprotecting routes from the top down. To me, coming from the top down
is less exciting because by viewing the climb in advance you’re taking
some of the adventure out of it. It seems like people are sacrificing the
sense of adventure for the sake of number gain.”
This issue’s cover story is an area on Sonora Pass, can you tell us a
little bit about growing up in Sonora and how this area affected you as
a climber?
“When I first moved up to Sonora I was going to high school. I was
probably 16 when I started bouldering at Columbia College. At the time
there was only a few other climbers there. For a while we had it all to
ourselves and I thought that was pretty cool. We didn’t have to talk
about it and even if we wanted to, there was no one to listen so we just
climbed. It was a great place to grow up.”

“No way; I’m building towards more work outs all the time. I’m probably
just as psyched as I was when I was a teenager. But I realize now that
I don’t have to train as hard as I used to. It’s easy to over-train and get
hurt.”
Do you feel innovations in climbing gear like cams, sticky rubber &
crash pads are a positive thing for the sport of rock climbing?
“Yeah totally, 100%; if I can protect myself with a good rack, a good
rope and bouldering pads I have more fun. I don’t have to kill myself if I
don’t want to.”
What would you say is the greatest factor that has allowed you to climb
full-time for over 30 years?
“Motivation; when you give up on your motivation that’s when you loose
creativity, you become disconnected from climbing. If you are motivated
the possibilities are endless.”
What motivates you?
“You see a lot of people my age give up. I just want to be remembered
as a contender; to know that I never gave up and took it until the end.”

Dave Yerian, incognito. Tuolumne Meadows, July 1982. IMAGE + Bill Serniuk.
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REVIEW

beer in a can
We live and drink during a great time
in the foggy history of beer. Now more than ever regional craft brews
are available to a much wider portion of the drinking population. This
trend has been progressing on the west coast since the early 1990s, yet
until just recently these tasty micro brews were only available in glass
bottles. To the benefit of all beer lovers, that trend is changing.
The newest push from this grass-roots industry is to elevate the
aluminum can as the new container of choice for quality beers. Changing the industry standards that have become closely associated with
quality is no small task, but it is a task worth tackling. Similarly, the
wine industry is struggling with the same issue of image when changing
from bottles to cartons – a container traditionally associated with low

quality. Just remember the old axiom: looks can be deceiving.
Cans are better in every way - especially for the avid climber.
They are lighter, pose little risk of breaking and can be easily crushed to
a compact size when drained. Moreover, the environmental benefits of
cans fit squarely with the ideals of sustainability shared by most climbers. In comparison with glass, aluminum is better for old Mother Earth in
almost every conceivable way.
California Climber has embraced the canned beer revolution and
put forth a review of some readily available canned micro brews that
could be the cherry on top of the cake after you finish your next day of
climbing.

1. IPA - Caldera Brewing Co. Ashland, OR. 6.1% alc/vol
Voted best in taste! Readily available where craft beers are sold.
2. G’Knight Imperial Red – Oskar Blues Brewing Co. Longmont,
CO. 8.7% alc/vol
A close second in taste, this beer packs a punch with 8.7% alcohol,
perfect for the budget buzz. Not as widely distributed, so finding it can
be a challenge, but worth the effort nonetheless.
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3. Golden Trout Pilsner – Mammoth Brewing Co. Mammoth, CA.
5.5% alc/vol
Mammoth makes several excellent beers, but this isn’t one of their best.
Keep these cold if possible.
4. Pale Ale – Caldera Brewing Co. Ashland, OR. 5.5% alc.vol
When you can’t get a hold of Caldera’s IPA, this will due in a pinch;
however, in taste tests it failed to match up to the high standard of its
more endowed sibling.
5. Mama’s Little Yella Pilsner - Oskar Blues Brewing Co. Longmont, CO. 5.3% alc/vol
It should be said that taster’s palettes clearly favored ales; however this
pilsner caught the attention of all members of the review. That being
said, get this guy into a creek or ice chest if you can.
6. Boont Amber Ale -Anderson Valley Brewing Co. Boonville,
CA. 5.8% alc/vol
We were surprised that this backyard brewery did not lead the pack in
the taste test. Despite coming in third place, all tasters agreed that this
brew would have you reaching for another Boont once the first can was
drained.
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CREATURE COMFORTS

Nicholas Miley and his renovated big wall parasol on Mount Watkins. IMAGE + Yu Kuwabara.

PARAS-HAUL
After finishing the first ascent of
the South Face of Mount Watkins in Yosemite’s
Tenaya canyon, Chuck Pratt wrote:
After only one day on the wall it was evident
to all of us that our greatest difficulty would
be neither the climbing nor the logistics but
the weather. It was the middle of July and
temperatures in the Valley were consistently
in the high nineties… We were not prepared for
the intense, enervating heat in which we had
found ourselves sweltering for [the first] day.
Many a great climbing tale has been forged in
the fire of toil and terror. But I for one always
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aim to make a weekend on a wall as fun as
possible in the moment. I always bring good
snacks, the ghetto blaster, smoke and Wet
Ones wipes - things we call creature comforts.
To augment this list, I started thinking of ways
to mitigate the effects of mid-summer sun
on exposed walls. While I couldn’t change the
weather, there had to be a way to provide
some portable shade usable in a vertical desert. And with that thought a dim light began to
flicker overhead: what about an umbrella?
I ran the idea by my partner whose reply
was simply: “don’t you mean a parasol? I guess
that could work.” After those vague words of
support I was off to the thrift stores in search
of a, um, parasol.
Rummaging through slightly odoriferous buckets and bins I was confronted with

many small, flimsy and otherwise unacceptable
products that would cave in or turn out with
the slightest gust. Ready to give up, a helpful
clerk asked me if I was finding what I was looking for and pointed me towards a corner of the
store I had over-looked.
There, standing taller than its neighbors
was a stout looking umbrella. Sliding up the
runner, the stretchers and ribs pressed out
the broad canopy. It was taught and true with
alternating blue and white panels surrounding
a single clear plastic panel. I had found what I
was looking for and proceeded straight to the
counter. Total cost: five dollars.
Of course a few modifications would
be needed to make our big-wall-parasol a
functioning grade VI tool. For one, the shaft
of the parasol needed to be shortened to fit
inside the haul bag. My parasol has a fiberglass
shaft, so I laid a few loops of duct tape around
the area that I later cut with a fine toothed
hacksaw to prevent splintering. Then, anticipating a scenario where I would have to quickly
drop the parasol in order to use both hands, I
secured a length of light cord to the top of the
canopy that could be anchored in with the rest
of the gear. Securing the cord to the ferrule
(the top most portion of the parasol) is key so
that if the wind grabs at the unattended open
parasol it won’t become a kite, tearing it free
of its mooring.
My partner and I used this tool for two
and a half days with nothing but benefit.
Surprisingly, the parasol had two unforeseen
benefits. One was the clear plastic panel which
offered a great way to look up the wall without
removing the shade. Second was that the
parasol effectively functioned as an umbrella
when a brief afternoon thunderstorm rolled
overhead. All and all, we got our $5 worth and
topped out avoiding the heat induced peril
that inundated the first ascent team.
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ROAD WARRIORS

12 volt outlets, and the interior lights, which
are LED.
Wow, that sounds better than my current
living situation and certainly more efficient.
Well, the whole electrical system was designed
to use as little power as possible, so it would
be self-sustaining while in Baja or Indian Creek
for long stretches of time.

STAND BY YOUR VAN
Logan Talbott and his Sprinter Betty

Here at CC we celebrate all aspects of the
Golden State’s climbing culture. Living on
the road, making the annual pilgrimages
to weather appropriate destinations is an
essential part of the community and as such
it requires a special kind of recognition. This
lifestyle certainly draws a diverse group of
adherents to the various rock hotspots around
the state and the method of their conveyance
to and from these retreats often foretells a
story of the priorities, tastes and quirks of
their owners, inhabitants and pilots.
One need only look to the parking lots
of the Bishop Vons, the Mobil and Camp 4 to
take in the classic, the high end and the wingand-a-prayer motor vehicles covered with dust
and packed to the gills to get the point. In an
effort to highlight these road warriors and
their road machines, CC is calling all rambling
men and women to “stand by your van.”
This summer Logan Talbot and his 2006
Dodge Sprinter 2500 take center stage as the
modest man’s road palace.
CC - Tell us a little about your van and how
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you picked her.
LT – Her name is Betty and she is the short
Sprinter with a wheel base of 118”. I paid $16k
used down in LA in the summer of 2008. She
was completely empty when I got her, no seats
or interior siding.
What was Betty doing down in LA?
She was a repossessed electrician’s van.
Talk about what you did to transform a gutted
electrician’s van into a cozy abode.
Over the last few years I have built everything
from scratch. There is a bed, sink with 20
gallon freshwater tank, propane 2 burner stove
from a 1975 VW Westfalia, a propane catalytic
safety heater, and a 12v super efficient small
fridge. The electrical system is made up of
a 225 amp-hour deep cycle tractor battery
charged by a solar panel on the roof and the
vehicle engine. This supplies power for the
water pump, the fridge, a 1000 watt inverter,

I understand that you share Betty with two
others. How do you make that work?
There’s lots of storage for gear throughout,
and a roof rack and “pod” for additional
storage. I live in the van about 6 months
a year, coming up on my 5th summer now
(guiding, climbing, YOSAR). I have the
organization dialed to the point that Lynette,
myself and the dog can comfortably live in the
van without any real sacrifices.
What can you tell us about Betty when she’s
putting the rubber to the road?
Gas mileage is about 23-29mpg. On average,
she can go 600+ miles between gas stations.
Her engine is a 5 cylinder turbo diesel.
Bumper-to-bumper, Betty is about the same
length as an old Toyota pickup, with a super
tight turn-radius.
CCM – Any cons?
She’s not four wheel drive.
What a sweet ride. You’re certainly living the
champagne lifestyle, albeit on a beer budget.
Thanks for sharing her with us. I’m sure our
readers are turning green with envy.
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GOLDEN STATE GALLERY

Chris Clay,
Triceratops V4,
Fisk MIll Cove
IMAGE + Jim Thornburg

Mike Madigan, Waterfall Crack, V4, Fiskmill Cove IMAGE + Jim Thornburg

Bill Price, The Phoenix, 5.13, 1982, Yosemite Valley IMAGE + Bill Serniuk

Nick Miley,
The Cupholder, 5.10c,
Woodfords Canyon
IMAGE + Dean Fleming
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Ethan Pringle and Mandi
Finger descending The
Incredible Hulk hours after
sunset.
IMAGE + John Vallejo

B
California
Climber
Anthem

The

WORDS + Fitz Cahall
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ig Nate’s 6-foot-5-inch frame cart-wheeled through
darkness, firelight and California stars. The amber,
half-drunk innards of a whiskey bottle lurked at the edge of the campfire
ring. Our position in the night hours was unclear, but it was late enough
that Nate’s decision to climb on top of the 1980s Chevy van, stand
poised like a diver with his back to the pool and perform a back flip over
the fire had been met with cheers.
We awoke the next morning to a pulsing mountain heat. Beer
cans scattered the campsite. We’d been thoughtful enough to find a
pull out far away from the standard campsites at The Needles trailhead.
Clay’s wheezing Westphalia, and my home for the previous two months,
chugged alive and lumbered back down the rutted forest service road
towards its next destination. This road trip was coming to a close. Big
Nate and I shouldered packs and hangovers and limped down the rolling
trail towards our day’s objective – the tenuous, deservedly classic
Atlantis.
Today, the thought of climbing to clear out a hangover leaves
me cringing. Fortunately, the two no longer mix, but at 24-years-old,
our appetites were large. Sleep wasn’t mandatory and rest days were a
necessary hindrance akin to paying for camping. I couldn’t sit still long
enough to nurse a hangover.
I’d first seen Atlantis in the same way many climber’s had. Kevin
Worrall’s iconic “No Fear” poster of Dan Osman flagging while freesolo on the route’s crux third pitch hung in the Seattle climbing gym.
While Osman’s antics were jaw dropping, the slender flake was the true
draw and I filed the route away in a card catalogue of routes to climb
compiled from images in magazines and Patagonia catalogues. That
was the M.O. Create a list gleaned from guidebooks, climbing media and
crush or be crushed. Completing the teenage tick list had come with
its share of massive whippers and desperate runs for the chains, so I
approached Atlantis with some trepidation.
That week some of California’s best climbers happened to be
gathered at the Needles. I watched Peter Croft rhythmically lap routes
like every move was as simple as a radio song’s quarter note. I shyly
gleaned beta and borrowed gear from noted climbers. Photos of these
people had held prominent positions on the dingy refrigerators and
bedroom walls of my shared Seattle rentals.

my partner and
I warmed up on
Nutcracker
and benighted
ourselves

Big Nate and I sweated whiskey and Budweiser through Atlantis’
first two pitches. On the third and crux pitch, I pulled into the thin lay
back, moved upward plugging in gear and pausing to slow my breathing
down. Shouts echoed through the narrow corridor.
“What’s the commotion,” I thought and continued up again
focused on the belay ledge above. The calls intensified as I neared
and I realized that they were cheering for me. A half-dozen veterans of
Pakistan expeditions, first ascents and 5.12 gear leads were whooping
for me from their position across the gulley. I called back, beaming
as I clipped. I had reached the chains, but I had also arrived at the
convergence of teenage dreams and the present. I had come south to
California to become the climber I imagined I could be.
That night I sat sipping a PBR and taking advantage of Sunday
night free pool at the small bar beneath the Needles, when a 60-oz.
pitcher of Sierra Nevada Pale Ale appeared on our table. Mark, one
of those climbers with decades of experience and a long resume of
difficult offwidths stood there with an outstretched hand.
“Nice work today. This is for you,” he said. “Remember to return
the favor one day.”
He walked out the door before I was done stammering a thank
you. I will never forget that day. That was 11 years ago and I still haven’t
made it back to The Needles and that’s okay, because California -- it
turns out -- is a really big place.

			
			

+++

I no longer live in California. Seattle and the steady Cascade snows are
home now, but I will always consider myself a Californian.
My grandfather helped create and sustain the dams that deliver
water and power to Californians. Well into his 90s, he recounts his
successful 1950s summit of Whitney at any opportunity. My grandmother
calmly reminds him that the story is a retread, told countless times to
his grandchildren. He continues anyway lost in the memory of joyous
toil. His old climbing guidebooks now line my bookshelves, but he’s still
keen to know the details of the latest trip into the Sierra.
/ summer 2012 /
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“S

weaty palms, that vertical stuff gives me sweaty palms,”
he says as he eagerly adjusts his hearing aid.
My grandparents arrived in Los Angeles during the Great War.
With basic training under his belt, the Army shipped him to UCLA to
learn German – every unit needed a fluent speaker. They married in a
chapel just off campus. After the war, my grandparents decided to leave
their East Coast roots and settle. The weather was better. Opportunity
hung in the air the way smog now clings to the Los Angeles skyline.
They felt like Californians, so they became Californians.
I was born in Lodi. My father farmed walnuts and apples in the
San Joaquin Valley, but that was short lived and I ended up chasing my
parents’ jobs around the country. I found climbing at 18. At 20, I drove
north on Highway 41 into Yosemite, through the Wawona Tunnel and
emerged blinded as my eyes adjusted from darkness to brilliant Sierra
sun. In front of me, the staggering profile of El Cap prompted a single
thought.
No Fucking Way!

That first trip my partner and I warmed up on Nutcracker and benighted
ourselves. It was early September. My partner panicked on the fifth
pitch’s infamous mantle move. Darkness fell. We rapped to the scraggly
tree on the fourth pitch. I was panicked. Should we call out into the
darkness for help? Who would save us? Then the full moon rose to
illuminate a perfect September night and I realized two things. First, I
would probably never be able to show my face in
Camp 4 again if I yelled for help and second and
more importantly, perched on a tiny tree high
above the valley floor with a good friend wasn’t
such a bad place to be. In fact, it was exactly
where I wanted to be. It just happened to be the
wrong time of day. I decided that was a small
detail and settled in.
That trip was humbling, but we made
it up El Cap’s East Buttress (5.10b) in another
near epic, which involved darkness, a burnt
out headlamp and dropped approach shoes.
I evolved as a climber and fumbled through
school in Seattle, so I could return to California
because, just like it had for my grandfather, the Golden State breathed
opportunity. I could make something of myself down there.
I got lost here. While wandering a Northern California beach in
search of boulders, I watched a beached, mortally wounded seal take
its last breath. I swore at Big Nate when we rapped off the skinniest
Manzanita bush on the summit of The Fin. I blew out my ankle whipping

off of Planet X in Joshua Tree. On my bachelor party, I did Jim Beam shots
atop Eagle Lake Buttress. My elbow bears a scar from when I lodged a
piece of broken glass beneath the skin at Stoney Point. I married Becca
on the shore of Tahoe. We traversed the entire Sierra with climbing
gear on our backs in the footsteps of my climbing heroes John Muir
and David Brower. Shared notes with Beckey beneath Calaveras Dome.
We charged for the belay ledge on unclimbed splitters deep inside the
backcountry. Wandered through forest in search of unclimbed boulders
and got spat off of Buttermilk problems. Ripped Snowboard turns from
Shasta’s summit. Hallucinated from exhaustion and dehydration after
the Nose in a day. I followed whispers and possibilities into quiet East
Side canyons. We reveled in places without names. My fascination
with California moved beyond guidebook routes and grades. Along the
way, I got older, weaker and climbed less as different equally inspiring
opportunities competed for my attention.
I stopped caring about being a great climber, and yet my passion
for climbing only grew. I didn’t need to go back to the Needles. I just
needed to get to the ridge and look at the next valley over, because
opportunity was waiting.
If you’re a climber, no other place has the variety of California’s
climbing areas and community. It boasts the iconic and the secret in
equal measure. As much as our media outlets insist that to have a
profound adventure we must travel to the end of the earth on some crazy
expedition funded on credit cards and flogged souls, I’ve found it right
here in California and I want to keep finding it. And I believe you can
find it here too. For a climber, California is still
the land of opportunity. It is still about possibility
and splitter weather. Yes, the retreads, like my
grandfather’s climbing stories, are fun from time
to time. And so are the trade routes of Yosemite
Valley and Joshua Tree, but expect to dig a little
deeper and get to know your community a little
better.
If it’s intriguing, go find the places in these
pages. Revel in the Sierra light. The four-day May
weather window where you can climb in both the
sun and the shade. Do a first ascent where you
don’t have to clean a single loose bit of rock.
Remember that when darkness falls and the
moon rises that this is exactly where you want to be. Step out and
become the climber you think you can be. California is waiting for you.
And at the end of the day, make your way back the state highway
watering hole. Save a few quarters for the jukebox and the pool table.
Nurse a PBR because soon I will show up to return the 11-year-old favor.
I still owe someone a pitcher of Sierra.

no other
place has the
variety
It boasts the
iconic and
the secret in
equal measure

R·300 – arcteryx.com
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Shannon Moore on Meadow Roof (V8)

perfect schist and
gneiss boulders
in a beautiful
alpine scene

At the low end

Exploring

WORDS + James Lucas
IMAGES + John Vallejo

Way Lake
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of a field of talus, above a stream of melted
snow, she jacked her foot high onto a small
edge. Her right hand bore down on the schist
crimp. Shannon Moore, an engineer from
Mammoth, launched. She grabbed the sidepull
for a second. Her body sagged and fell out.
She plummeted to the pads below, pinballed
down the steep landing, nearly face planting into the problem. Sending Way Lake’s V7,
Crimp Ladder is no easy task.
Moore’s attempt on the Crimp Ladder
was a long time in coming. The development
of the bouldering area involved a number of
passionate climbers. Brian Carkeet, a Bishop
dentist and Forest Service Worker Chris Passi,
discovered the Way Lake boulders in the early
2000s. “We were looking for a place in the
Mammoth basin, a cool temperate place to
go in the summertime,” said Carkeet. The
pair hiked into the talus behind Emerald Lake.
“Whoa- this is a really beautiful place,” thought
Carkeet. Picture perfect schist and gneiss
boulders in a beautiful alpine scene. “It’s the
prettiest bouldering area in California,” said
Charlie Barrett, author of the upcoming Mammoth Bouldering guide. “There are wildflowers
and streams running through the boulders.”
Predominately route climbers, Carkeet
and Passi established some moderate problems, traversing many of the boulders. 		
“It was a good place to work out and pull down
as hard as we could,” said Carkeet. “We never
assigned any names or grades.”
“Ben Snead saw it with a different
motivational eye,” said Carkeet. Snead had just
finished a season skiing in Mammoth when
he met Carkeet at the old Mammoth climbing
gym. Snead’s arrival at the boulders in the
summer of 2002 marked the beginning of serious development at Way Lake.
“It was confusing,” Snead said of his
initial visits to the boulders. “There weren’t
any trails. It was a pretty fragile area. We just
climbed stuff that was kind of low as we only

had one or two small pads with us. We were
pretty psyched on the Crimp Ladder.”
Snead headed to the boulders with his friend
Bruce Hammock, another Mammoth resident.
Hammock managed the first ascent of the
Crimp Ladder. “It was a cool spot because no
one else was up there, it felt like a wild bouldering area,” said Snead of the early Way Lake
days. “It was cool to walk around and explore
and wonder what other cool boulders might be
out there.”
“I was looking for a place to climb when
it was hot,” said Tim Steele, a middle and high
school teacher in Big Pine. “Bishop didn’t
have any alpine bouldering. I knew because
I lived in the mountains that there had to be
something to climb in the summer.” Snead
brought Steele to the boulders, where Steele
was immediately psyched. The Crimp Ladder
was the only hard problem established at the
area. The potential for new problems was
there.

Though Way Lake was prime for new

problems, the climbing was far from straightforward. “The local coffee shop crowd wasn’t
psyched because the landings were kind of
complex, there is not a whole bevy of moderates, and it’s a little bit of a hike to go up
there.” said Steele of why the area hadn’t seen
more development. “Most people went once
and didn’t come back.” The majority of the
problems are high, above block landings, and
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range from V5-V9. The climbing is best from
July to September though mosquitoes swarm
the boulders in the middle of summer. As fall
sending temps arrive, the area receives a good
deal of snow that doesn’t thaw out until late
spring making November through May unclimbable. The 10,000 elevation leaves many
boulderers huffing as they make the 20 minute
uphill hike to the Crimp Ladder area or the 35
minute talus hop to the Meadow Roof.
“I was always motivated by finding new
lines.” Steele’s desire for first ascents kept
him hiking to the boulders despite the short
season, bad landings, and hard climbing. A
number of new problems went up during the
time Steele climbed there including Ugly
Duckling (V9), The Meadow Roof (V8), and the
Meadow Face Stand (V8). His psyche brought
other climbers like Brian Kuhl to the crag. The
pair brought a significant amount of early
development to the talus field. After a few
seasons, Steele’s desire to hike to the boulders
waned.

In August 2006 Jeff Sillcox, a computer

networker living in Crowley Lakes, and Eric
Lang, a boulderer from Southern California,
took over the new wave of the bouldering. The
pair brought about the full development of
Way Lake. Of the approximately 250 boulder
problems at Way Lake, half of them were
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established by Sillcox and Lang.
“Jeff really kicked it into the wider
consciousness,” said Wills Young, author of
the Bishop bouldering guidebook. “He really
started to recognize and explore the potential
of the place. Without him it would have just
lingered in the backwater.”
Young was climbing on beautiful
sandstone in Rocklands when he received
tiny snapshots of the boulders from Sillcox.
He emailed back, ”Really you climb on this
choss?” Young was skeptical. “I didn’t hear
back for awhile.”
Sillcox remained persistent. The pair
went to the boulders when Young returned
from Rocklands. Two lines impressed Young
and sold him on Way Lake. “The first thing I
looked at was Wavecatcher (V11) and I thought
that looks amazing. Then I saw the seam, and I
thought this is amazing. I almost didn’t see the
rest of the area because I was so blown away
by these two lines.” Young made solid work
of the problems, snatching the lip above the
stream on Wavecatcher and than shifting and
leaning his body on Wills’ Seam (V10).
“I liked that it was very technical. It
required good body positioning and good
footwork,” said Young of the bouldering. “It’s
not just about pulling really hard on problems
but using your body correctly. The holds are
too small to thug your way up stuff.”

As Young, Sillcox, and Lang established more

amazing lines, Sillcox began posting about
his ascents on his blog, East Side Bouldering.
Video of Sillcox crimping hard on the steep
lichen streaked panel of the mega highball
Paralyzed (V9), pictures of Beth Rodden balancing her way up the Knife Dance (V7), and
Eric Lang topping out amongst the talus of the
Hosemonster (V8), brought serious attention
to the boulders.
The new problems being established
brought more climbers than the pretty pictures
and exciting videos. Hosemonster (V8), Two
Dragons (V9), Wheelie Bar (V5), The Burninator (V7), the moderate Excite Bike (V1) all
went down at the hands of Sillcox and Lang.
The pair found, cleaned, and did the FA on an
exhaustive amount of incredible lines. With all
the development by Lang and Sillcox, the stellar lines by Young, the findings of Steele, and
the early exploration by Snead, Carkeet and
others, Way Lake has become one of the best
bouldering destinations in California.

Moore returned to Way Lake a few days after

her epic fall. After hitting the sidepull on the
Crimp Ladder, Moore kept her body tight and
topped-out the boulder. Finished with the problem, Moore hiked through the lodge pole pines,
over the talus and streams to a hundred other
classics.

OPPOSITE PAGE - Justin Alarcon on Shake ‘n’ Bake (V10)
ABOVE - Al Liu on Wills’ Seam (V10)
BELOW - Shannon Moore on Meadow Roof V8

THE BETA
Getting There
From the stoplight at the 203/ Lake Mary Road/Minaret Road junction
in Mammoth: Follow Lake Mary Road west for about 2.2 miles toward
the lakes basin. At 0.7 miles take the left hand turn towards pine city
campground (if you see Lake Mary you’ve gone too far). Drive 0.6 miles
until you see the turn into cold water creek campground on the left.
Drive 0.6 miles to the back of the campground to the large parking area
with bathroom. This is the trailhead/parking for Way Lake. Follow an obvious trail upstream starting on the east side of Cold Water Creek (this
trail crosses Cold Water Creek midway) until the problems Wavecatcher
(V11) and Crimp Ladder (V7) become obvious.
Where to Stay
The trailhead to Way Lake begins at Cold Water Creek Campground
which is a great place to stay, but checks in at a hefty $20.00 per night.
Free camping on BLM land abounds east of the town of Mammoth.
5 Star Routes
Two Dragons (V9), Donkey Kong (V3), Wavecatcher (V11), Wheelie Bar
(V5)
Guidebook
Mammoth Bouldering is a wonderful locally produced and self-published
guidebook by Mammoth resident Charlie Barrett. Support your local
lurker.
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www.organicclimbing.com

d. woods, rocklands; laura griffiths photo

O

Premium bouldering gear proudly made in the USA.
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OPPOSITE PAGE - Steven Reid Curtis onsighting
Andromeda. (5.11b)

For Whom the
Bell Tolls
It Tolls For Thee

NEXT PAGE SPREAD - Brad Parker on For Whom
the Bell Tolls. (5.10d)

WORDS & IMAGES + Jerry Dodrill

It was my second
trip down the pass
to call 911 that
afternoon.
“Hello? Hi, I’m following up with a
status update on an emergency that I called
in about an hour ago.... It’s the rock climbing
accident on Sonora Pass... Yeah, the one with a
broken pelvis... No, I’m not with the victim, I’m
down at a pay phone.... Well, he’s conscious
and alert now but, um... this is a little awkward,
but like... I know I made it sound really, really
serious –and it is– but can you please call off
the rescue? ...Yes...No, I’m not kidding...I know...I
said it was... No, listen... We still think his pelvis
might be broken but he is refusing a rescue
and thinks we can get him to the hospital
ourselves... ...I don’t know how... Listen, cancel
the helicopter! I have to get back up there...!
Okay? Thanks...”

		

+++

It was the late 90s and the first rock climbing
guide to the Sonora Pass Highway was being
written, a stimulus which often spurs on a
wave of new route development. This time was
no different. The pending deadline pushed
us to complete our routes and get them
photographed, topo’d, and included. Jim,
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the guy with a broken pelvis, was one of the
authors.
During the first call to 911 Dispatch I had
painted a pretty bleak picture of our situation.
My friends Eric Berghorn and Jim Lundeen had
been attempting a ground up first ascent on
the golden granite knobs high above Highway
108 at a place now called Juniper Ledge at
Chipmunk Flat. The rock here is generally
pretty bullet but like every new route, some
cleaning is needed. Jim was about twenty feet
up trying to power drill the first bolt when a
hold crumbled under his foot. The belay line
pulled tight as he dropped onto a TCU. It held
just long enough to throw him back before
blowing out and dropping him hard at Eric’s
feet.
I heard the terrible thud from an
adjacent route and came down to find Jim
passed out cold. Eric was hurriedly gathering
jackets and padding to put under him while
Shannon, Jim’s anxious wife, hovered around
white as a ghost. After a while Jim regained
consciousness and we began assessing the
extent of his injuries. It was bad, and we didn’t
feel comfortable moving him without a litter.
We needed help. There is no cell service for
thirty miles, so I descended the talus slope
and raced down the Pass to make the call at
Dardanelle Store.
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Serene roadside camping
at Chipmunk Flat.

As soon as I
opened the
car door
I knew something
was wrong

I

n the 70s, 80s and early 90s Sonora locals
Marty Garrison, Stu Pollock, Dave Harden, Brad
Young, Dave Clay and Phil bone were some
of the few semi-regular climbers putting in
routes, but there is something of a phantom
generation of Sonora Climbers who left a
mark but little known history. In the 1940s the
movie For Whom the Bell Tolls starring Gary
Cooper and Ingrid Bergman was filmed here.
The craggy escarpment called the Golden
Staircase was the backdrop for the epic Ernest
Hemmingway saga set during the Spanish
revolution. In the 1950s and 60s the old guard
of climbers included Dale Kaiser, a biology
professor from the local junior college who
brought students up for mountain adventures,
and US Marines from the nearby base in Pickle
Meadow. Today it’s pretty common to think you
are doing the first ascent of a remote line then
find a “phantom pin,” usually a rusty old ring
angle or lost arrow piton, emerging from the
moss at the back of a crack.
These days the pass is pretty quiet.
The nearby bivy site, known as Camp Dingus,
is set near the river and offers just enough
space to gather the tribe and circle the station
wagons. The tall fir trees have heard the telling
of many a tale while fire light flickers up the
canyon walls into the starry night. On any
given weekend there are likely to be only a few
climbers in the area and chances are they are
they same nice folks who coordinate online
with understated avatars like Dingus Milktoast,
Munge Climber, Mtn Young or Miwok. Brutus of
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Wyde was once known to haunt the Pass with
his lady Nurse Ratchet.

With the assurance of a helicopter en-route,
I hung up the phone at Dardanelles and drove
back up the steep switch-backs. As soon as
I opened the car door I knew something was
wrong. I heard yelling and was aghast to see
Jim rappelling off the ledge. He and Eric were
screaming something unintelligible and waving
their arms at me. I ran up the slope, gasping
in the thin air until I was close enough to
communicate.
Apparently while I was gone Jim
had been laying on the rocky belay ledge
contemplating a previous helicopter
experience and how he was still working to
pay it off. Complications during child birth
had necessitated his wife taking a seventeen
minute flight from Sonora to Modesto, billed at
a rate of $12,000 per fifteen minute increment.
For some reason their insurance didn’t cover
this “elective” transportation and now, despite
the pain, there was no way in hell he was
getting in another chopper.
Somehow he was able to withstand a
very slow rappel to the ground below, but a
long scramble awaited. I stood there in a daze
analyzing how this was all going to play out
and caught myself considering ways to knock
him unconscious again without going to jail.
There weren’t many big sticks around, but
plenty of stones. I could blame the wound on
his fall... Instead I ran back down the slope and

drove to cancel the SAR team.
Back up the pass again, Eric and I tried
several methods of carrying our victim over
the boulders but the pain was just too intense.
Finally, Eric spotted while Jim hung on for dear
life and I carefully down climbed with him on
my back. Shannon had run down to pack up
camp, load the kids and grandparents and
have the car ready. Eventually we made it to
the road, loaded Jim on a nest of pads and
watched as they drove away, sixty miles to the
nearest ER.
Eric and I sat by the creek sipping beers
in an exhausted post-adrenal haze. Our gear
was spread all over the canyon and ropes still
hung limply on the cliff. After a cleansing jump
in the river we hiked up to retrieve everything
before driving home. Later we learned that
the pelvic joints had separated but the bone
wasn’t broken. Jim eventually recovered from
his injuries; the route was completed and
named “Sincerest Form of Flattery” a reference
to another friend who had sustained the same
debilitating injury the year before.

One might think that such incidents
would persuade a sane person to pursue less
dangerous activities. But instead the shared
adversity we experience in the mountains
bonds us closer together; the history
reinforces our friendships and shapes the
rituals of our lives. Once you listen, the call of
the mountains cannot be ignored.
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It Tolls For Thee

For me, the winding drive to Sonora Pass
has become a regular Friday night caffeine
and heavy metal fueled pilgrimage. From the
Bay Area It takes about the same time as
going to Yosemite Valley, but that’s where
the similarities end. Yosemite has vastly more
stone but after a while the hordes of people,
packed campgrounds, and lines for routes get
tiresome. Just north the adventurous climber
finds solitude, free camping, virgin rock, and a
complete lack of a consistent climbing scene.
Although stacks of new routes are
pioneered at Chipmunk Flat each season,
as the ink dries on this edition of California
Climber there exist over 250 established
routes at the summit of Sonora Pass. Many
of the existing routes are comprised of
Tuolumne Meadows-like varnished granite with
an abundance of brilliantly solid and sizable
feldspar knobs, yet surprisingly, a climb less
then twenty feet from a five star classic can be
adorned with some of the worst stone in the
Sierra. Locals distinguish the quality of rock at
Chipmunk Flat by “the gold standard” wherein
routes found in gold streaked rock are typically
the most solid.

The best way to experience Chipmunk Flat
PREVIOUS PAGE - Tim Tuomey strings up Behold The Gold (5.10c), one of the few established routes on the south side of the canyon. There is more
to be done in this neighborhood for those willing to put in the time.

is by simply parking the car, pulling out the
binoculars and scoping for new lines; however,
a taste of this area’s established climbing can
be found at these three must-visit crags on
the Golden Staircase.
Juniper Ledge
Situated high on the Golden Staircase’s upper
steps, shrouded by magnificent namesake
Juniper trees, this area is a must visit crag
for climbers who enjoy routes in the 5.10 and
5.11 range. The Sincerest Form of Flattery
(5.10a) and Spinal Tap (5.11b) are two excellent
climbs located on the main buttress. Above
Spinal Tap, the absolutely stunning arching
hand and finger crack For Whom the Bell Tolls
(5.10d) pulls a dramatic roof near the top of an
elegant 120 foot golden cliff band. In between
are several tiers of smaller cliffs with brilliant
top rope routes. A standard rack up to 3.5” will
get you up all the routes in this location.
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OPPOSITE PAGE - Eric Berghorn gets one last lap in on Old Soldiers (5.11a), a technical slab near the summit of Sonora Pass as the sun sets on
another splitter day.

Hummingbird Ledge
For a moderate taste of Chipmunk Flat
climbing – and a short approach by Sonora
Pass standards – head to the beautiful knobstudded face above Hummingbird Ledge. One
Fine Day is a classic 5.8 knob climb with ample
bolts. You Insolent Peasant (5.9) is perhaps
the highest quality face climb of the grade at
Chipmunk Flat. Let The Guilty Hang (5.10c)
underclings out a small but strenuous roof to
join YIP at a ledge and anchor. A rack of draws
will get you up all the routes at Hummingbird
Ledge.

Cassiopeia
At this time only two routes grace the gold and
black streaked walls at Cassiopeia; however,
both are of excellent quality. The area’s
namesake Cassiopeia (5.10a) launches out of
the talus on a Z shaped crack. This feature is
one of the most uniform hand cracks in the
region, eating 1” to 2” cams all the way to the
anchor. A few yards up and left of Cassiopeia
resides the striking line of Andromeda (5.11b).
A mix of somewhat funky steep hand jams and
thin gear lead to a tricky crux just shy of the
ledge. Doubles in small cams and a rack up to
3” should get you up both of these splendid
Sonora Pass classics.

ABOVE - Brad Parker on Jarjack Crack (V6), a spectacular, 20 foot, roof crack with a dramatic lip encounter involving thought provoking movement.
The roof is located just footsteps from Highway 108 sitting among a handful of moderate classics.

THE BETA
Five 5-star routes
Cassiopeia (5.10a), You Insolent Peasant (5.9),
For Whom the Bell Tolls (5.10d), Spinal Tap
(5.11b), Behold the Gold (5.10c).
Driving directions
From the Bay Area take the 205 east to the
Highway 120 junction in Manteca. Continue
on Highway 120 to Oakdale turning left
(eastbound) on Highway 108. Follow this to the
summit of Sonora Pass.
Camping Info

The quality of free camping near the summit
of Highway 108 is world class. Flat campsites
with well maintained fire pits close to water
and ample firewood make this one of the most
scenic and user friendly climbing areas on the
planet. Find a pull-out that fits your needs and
set up shop.
Guidebook
A Climber’s Guide to the Sonora Pass Highway
by Brad Young and Hope Wolf is currently
out of print; however, a second edition to
this guide is in the works. With new routes

added each season the task of compiling the
second edition has taken a number of years,
but the project is on its last leg and expected
to print in 2013. www.sonorapassclimbing.
com – a website developed by dedicated
Sonora Pass climber Robert Behrens - has
new route information and a friendly forum
for beta scavenging. Robert accepts donations
in the form of Bud Light w/Lime. Climbing
gear, chalk and various high quality camping
equipment can be purchased from the local
gear shop Sierra Nevada Adventure Company
in downtown Sonora.
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Bouldering on
the Sonoma Coast

I

pulled the car into the Whole Foods parking lot in Sebastopol,
California, a small hint of smoke evaporated off the hood as I cut the
engine. I was here to meet up with my tour guide for the day, Charlie
Barrett, a Santa Rosa local. I saw him waiting in the parking lot. Across
the street a small peddler’s fair was coming to life offering visitors fresh
produce, but with more than an hour drive left, there would not be time
to stop to enjoy the local goods. We quickly grabbed supplies and began
to make our way to the coastline. We moved from the outskirts of town,
past abandoned barns and rustic fences until the horizon gave way to a
view of the Pacific and our car pulled adjacent to a 100 foot drop-off.
Miles outside of the city, traveling on a single-lane road - the
air coursing with the cold morning dew - we pushed to where the sun
broke the fog line and flooded the beach-side to catch an early-morning
session where surf legends once paddled out. Below, the waves licked
the feet of the hidden coves of the northern coast. Every alcove echoed
with the sound of the residing tides. Carefully traversing the Kerouac
highway through banks of thick fog and exposed cliff-side views the
drive felt never-ending. Each curve betrayed a hope of reaching our
destination as we swirled northward up Highway 1.
The landscape of the Sonoma Bouldering scene is as serene as it
is treacherous. The collection of boulders that create this sea-side
circuit are scattered over miles of the northern shore and are generally
accessed during low-tide. Hidden between secluded cliff-side pockets
and overlooking an emerald green sea, each set of boulders offers an
aesthetically pleasing sampling.
The Sonoma coastline was first pioneered by a small group of
wandering climbers looking for an alternative to the Schist boulders
tucked within the redwood forests. Richie Esquibel, Marcos Nunez, Jordi
Morgan, Chris Summit, Charlie Barrett, Mark Howe and several other
northern California residents spent their weekends hiking the cliff-sides
and dodging the tides to locate stacks of quality boulders which would
have otherwise been forgotten. This small group of first-ascentionists
brushed and established classic lines such as Fish Sticks (V2), Uplifted
(V6) and Sabertooth (V8) - all 5-star gems that should not be missed.

Ben Polanco on Fort Rastafarian Sit (V8)

Into the Horizon
WORDS & IMAGES + Anthony Lapomardo
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A

The rock is tight, bullet-hard
sandstone with sandpaper-like texture and
sculpted tufoni pockets that allow for a mix
of unique and dynamic climbing over sloped
landings. Most of the boulders are gently
overhanging with rounded underbellies that
offer body-tension oriented climbing, usually
culminating with slopey lip encounters. During
my previous visit I had enjoyed only a handful
of problems, but after a conversation with
Charlie on the phone the night prior I was
excited to sample some of the finer lines that
stood hidden below the road.
As the car pulled down the highway
and past the town of Jenner, jagged slivers
of rock could be seen jutting out of the fog.
Two more miles and we arrived at our first
location. The Waterfall Boulders are a small
cluster of sandstone pebbles that lay adjacent
to a waterfall that cascades into the sea just
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off the road. From the car the approach is not
obvious, we traversed over the run-off that
fed the falls down to a drop off which Charlie
motioned we would be lowering over.
Peering below the lip of the cliff I could
see a small platform which Charlie had begun
to access by down-climbing a pocketed face.
Beneath the wall sat a lone boulder with two
distinct problems perched above a set of tide
pools. Uplifted (V6) sits on the underside of
this sculpted peanut shaped rock. Over before
you know it; this line is a true testament to the
vision of the local developers. Start sitting with
a left hand in a pocket, make a lunge to a right
hand edge and then throw for a large shark fin.
If you don’t enjoy the movement, look fifteen
feet to your left and you will be presented by
a sharp ledge that dives 80 feet straight into
the ocean and an un-obscured view of the
Pacific.
It is a five-star line and a dynamically

precise climb that will test your core tension.
Although Uplifted is the main reason to
carefully down-climb towards the ocean there
is also the classic Waterfall Crack (V4) and
several V0’s located with an arms length of
the boulder that offer excellent alternatives.
After a quick session we were back
scaling the wall that lead back to the road.
Several feet from the car, just uphill from the
turnout, sat another set of boulders outside
of Fisk Mill Cove Park. Not just a location for
bouldering, locals use the area for truffle
hunting. The Fisk Mill Cove boulders offer a
handful of moderates including a highball V2
that can be found in the outcrop within the
now closed state park. The landing is flat with
a top out that presents a large, secure hueco
at twenty-five feet. The sandstone in this area
is different than the boulders found below the
cliff-side - much lighter in color and smoother
in texture.

s the wind
picked up we ventured
further up the coast to
chase the sunset. The
boulders on the Sonoma
Coast run adjacent to
several state parks which
are now closed, however the problems are still
accessible. Pulling up to another chain covered
entrance, the third thus far, we pulled to the
side of the road. The last set of boulders that
would end the tour were located directly at the
foot of the cliff where the sea filled the tidepools.
At the base of the cliff, hidden from view,
sat an oblong-shaped boulder less than 5 feet
from where the tide came in. Placing the pads
in a small cove we looked out and watched the
rising tide, careful not to turn our backs. The
one boulder that sat in front of us held several
lines: a rising V2 traverse called Fish Sticks, a
powerful V5 that centers around a backwards
thumb-gaston in the middle of a 45 degree
overhanging roof and an undone project. We
climbed until the sun drifted below the horizon
and drowned itself in the pacific. We pitched
lap after lap watching the tide wash in until the
sky bled red.

OPPOSITE PAGE - Charlie Barrett on Fishsticks (V2)
ABOVE - Charlie Barrett on Uplifted (V6)

THE BETA
Getting There

sites. Another great option is Ocean Cove Store &

From San Francisco take the 580 North toward San

Campground. Sites are $20.00 a night with a $2.00

Rafael. Cross the bridge and pass through the town

fee for dogs. Visit www.oceancove.org.

of Santa Rosa. From the 101 just north of Santa Rosa
take River Road west (merges with 116) to Highway

GuidebookS

1 North. The boulders are along Highway 1 about

Chris Summit’s Wine Country Bouldering, Super

10 miles past the town of Jenner. If you are driving

Topo’s Northern California Bouldering and Jim

from the Sacramento area head west to the town of

Thornburg’s Bay Area Rock (keep your eyes peeled

Richmond and then follow the 580 to San Rafael.

for the second edition set to release this summer) are
the most comprehensive guidebooks to the area. It’s

Where To Stay

very important that you check the tide charts before

Be sure to stock up on supplies in the town of

you leave in order to enjoy the boulders closest to

Santa Rosa or the Whole Foods Market located in

the break. The sandstone can be fragile after heavy

Sebastopol. Rise early and grab a breakfast burrito

rains – please let the rock dry thoroughly before

and light snacks for hiking along with plenty of water.

climbing on the Sonoma Coast.

The Whole Foods is open early and is located on
the right-hand side of the drive as you pass through

5 Star Routes

the town of Sebastopol about 2 miles after the

The area is best for climbers who enjoy routes in the

freeway exit. Camping is available at Salt Point State

V4-V8 range, but many high quality moderates and

Park for a whopping $25.00 per night. The walk-in

harder problems abound. Five Star problems that

campground is located in the Woodside Campground

should not be missed are Uplifted (V6), Fishsticks

and offers 20 sites which are located 1/3 to 1/2 mile

(V2), Fort Rastafarian (V6), Super Slab (V8), Waterfall

from the parking area. Dogs are prohibited in these

Crack (V4) and Sabertooth (V8).
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The Long to Short Club
Tahoe’s Woodfords Canyon
WORDS + Nicholas Miley, IMAGES + Dean Fleming

Nick Miley on the 5.11a third pitch of The Hand of God (5.11b)
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LEFT - Nick Miley riding The Cupholder
(5.10c)
OPPOSITE PAGE - On top of Cat Scratch
Fever (5.10a)

It’s no secret
that California’s absolutely bulging with
solid rock. It seems that every season
new gems are revealed in stories and
vivid pictures of backyard boulder stashes
and clean, splitter crags. Although these
discoveries are inspiring, I hold a certain
bias for the terraced walls of Woodfords
Canyon. Rising over 2,000 feet above the
West Fork of the Carson River, Woodfords
imbues that familiar sense of vastness
that so many climbers savor. The rock at
Woodfords Canyon is a microcosm of nearly
every granite climbing area in the Golden
State. From knobs, crimps, huecos and arêtes
to corners, straight in splitters and roofs,
Woodfords has something for everyone and
everything for those willing to make the hike.

T

ucked in next to the river on the
canyon floor is SR 88: A road commonly
driven by climbers en route to Monitor or
Ebbetts Passes. Although Woodfords has long
been an established climbing area, and it’s
no secret that there’s a plethora of quality
routes right off the road, many a climber has
driven by without taking the time to sample
the goods. The answer to why the above
scenario is all too common reveals some
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over-emphasized truths about this
climbing area.
After spending a few weekends
in Woodfords Canyon an old
local told me that I was officially
initiated into something called
the Long to Short Club. You might
be wondering, as was I, why a full
grown man would refer to himself
and his friends in such a manner?
And no, it wasn’t reference to their
physical endowments and sexual
stamina – but good guess. The
Long to Short Club actually refers
to a select group of individuals
who are willing to make some long
ass hikes to what are often single
pitch climbs.
It’s true that Woodfords’
approaches can be strenuous.
The canyon walls are steep, the
trails faint and tortuous, and the terrain
completely covered with bush, boulder,
scree and sand. Moving up the zig-zagging
paths that lead from one cliff to the next,
the routes become more obscure, the
beta less precise and the climber more
reliant upon word of mouth descriptions.
That’s not to say that there aren’t afterwork cragging areas, however, adventure,
seclusion and new routes are often found
higher up the canyon side.
The climbing in Woodfords is broken
up into two parts: the summer side and the
winter side. Because the canyon drains due
east, the walls framing the river are almost
exactly north and south facing. This makes
the south side of the canyon the perfect
place to climb on those toasty summer
days when you’re looking for that shady
crag and a cool breeze coming off the
crest. In contrast, the winter side is perfect
for those cool days when you’re looking for
full exposure to the sun.
Unlike the winter side, which has
a character similar to Joshua Tree - with
course, golden granite, sparse foliage
and sand-filled washes - the summer side
is defined by long, dark granite arêtes
of terraced rock that stick out like ribs

between steep, treed gullies. And so, on
many days in Woodfords we mosey up
these gullies past the classic routes put
up by the previous generation of free
climbers to push the frontier to the rim.
In part, this development has prevented
a current guide form reaching the
printing press.

Considering the lack of an up-to-date
guidebook and the somewhat complex
nature of the geography in the canyon,
some direction is needed for a positive
first impression. In order to simplify
this task I have selected, three must
visit crags on the summer side that will
give the uninitiated access to the full
Woodfords climbing experience. We’ll
start close to the road and work our
way up the hill.
High Energy Wall
High Energy is often regarded as the
single best cliff in Woodfords. This 110ft
beauty is located in the first tier of
the canyon and is the first area you’ll
come to on the summer side when
driving east. Be on the look out for the
unmarked dirt road after the “trucks
use low gear” sign with tattered prayer
flags hung from a reflector marking
the turn. Developed by the likes of Dan
Osman and Mark Bauer (et al), this
area hosts an array of densely packed
crack and face climbs ranging from 5.9
to 5.12+. Notable climbs are Dan-O’s
striking arête Lightening Dream (5.12+),
the perfect hands of Neutron’s 5.10a
leaning corner and the unnamed crack
system to the far right of the wall,
which has two alternate finishes 5.10b &
5.10a. All are damn fine routes.
Cloud Burst Canyon
If High Energy is the single best cliff
in Woodfords, then One of these Days
in Cloud Burst Canyon is arguably the
single best 5.10 pitch. One of these
Days feature is the next clean-looking
cliff east of High Energy Wall. With

high quality cracks on cliffs straddling a
cascading creek and panoramic views
cross-canyon and out into Nevada, Cloud
Burst draws many visitors’ attention.
Don’t neglect to pay a visit to Little Miss
Manners (5.11d), even if it is by top rope via
the neighboring Bush League (5.10a). Crazy
Creek (5.8) is the straight-in crack in the
pink streak across the creek. Use the same
parking as High Energy. The trail starts
from the eastern end of the parking area.
The Steeple (aka Aigulle de
Dread)
If you pull over on the north side of the
highway across from the western end of
Crystal Springs Rd and look south you will
see a golden cliff with a “Y” crack splitting
its face called Wood Cutters Wall. Gazing up
the gully on the left side of this formation
will lead the eye to a tower, cleft at its
apex, about halfway up the drainage. This

is the Steeple and it offers climbers a taste
of the way the hell up there, adventure
climbing available to those willing to make
the hike up the hill.
Rumor has it that Bill Rose and one
Johnny Rotten were first on the scene to
pluck this gem via the three pitch Regular
Route (5.10b). For those looking for a
challenge, check out The Mad Hatter Roof
(5.11b) just around the corner to the right.
For a warm-up to the Regular Route, there’s
the peculiarly named Genital Custard’s
Blast Gland, a single pitch 5.8 on the east
facing cliff west of the Steeple.
To approach the Steeple, park in the
first pull-out on the right when turning onto
the western end of Crystal Springs Rd. The
lot has a large, cement cube in the middle
of the cul-de-sac. Follow the climber’s
trail up to Wood Cutters Wall. Bear left
around the cliff and follow the path of least
resistance up the gully on the right side of

the Steeple. This area is not to be missed.
The Fortress
For those cool days on the shoulders of
summer check out the Fortress area on the
winter side. When headed down canyon
you’ll pass the east end of Crystal Springs
Rd and then cross the river. Flip around
and park on the north side of the road just
before re-crossing the bridge. Follow a trail
up the embankment towards the massive
golden buttress.
Coming up to the face climb the very
nice-looking corner Perfect Layback (5.8).
Proceed west along the cliff past the first
alcove into the second and bust a move
on the west facing I Be Jammin’ (5.10a).
Finish-up by stemming Cat Scratch Fever
(5.10a) at the east facing, orange and gold
Books Area a bit further west. This is a
great intro circuit to learn the winter side
area.
/ summer 2012 /
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Ryan Curry on the the thrid pitch (5.11a) of The Hand Of God (5.11b)
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Nick Miley on Cat Scratch Fever (5.10a)
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The Long to Short Club
Ryan Curry slams in a sinker #3 on Neutron (5.10a), an overhanging
corner at the High Energy Wall.

THE BETA
How to get there
From San Francisco take the Bay Bridge to
I-80 E/ Sacramento, continue on to US 50
E/ South Lake Tahoe. After descending Echo
Pass, turn right onto SR 89/ Luther Pass.
Turn right at the “T” (Pickett’s Junction)
onto SR 88E/ SR89. Two more miles bring
you into the canyon proper. Total time:
3hrs 45mins. From the “Y” in South Lake
Tahoe head west on US 50 through the
city of Meyers. Turn left onto SR 89. Follow
directions above. Total time: 25mins
Where to Stay and Eat
The Forest Service runs the Crystal Springs
campground in the canyon. Trailer and tent
sites available. Toilets and drinking water
on site. Fees are $16/night for single unit,
$6/night for extra vehicles. Open May
– September, first come, first serve. The
campground is on Crystal Springs Rd, which
is a loop on the southern side of SR 88/
89. Hope Valley Resort sits at the top of the
canyon on the south side of SR 88/ 89; it
has good, affordable home-style food and
beer on tap. A market is attached. It’s best
to do your shopping in Meyers.
5 Star Routes
Cloud Burst Canyon - One of these Days
(5.10c.) 110ft wandering crack requiring
various techniques with an outstanding
double hand-crack roof pull. (rack: doubles to
3”, triples in the hand sizes won’t hurt. Cloud
Burst Canyon - Little Miss Manners (5.11d.)
Thin face crack with unusual knob and finlike features. (rack: many small cams, wires).
High Energy Wall - Lightening Dream
(5.12+). A nine bolt area test piece laid down
by Dan-O in 89. Bouldery and strenuous.
Unnamed Route, far right of wall (5.10a or
5.10b.) Paralleling corners provide two topout options. The right is .10a, the left is .10b.
(rack: doubles to 2”, one 3”, wires).
The Steeple - Regular Route (5.10b), 3
pitches. A broken and bushy approach pitch
leads to solid hands in a corner ending at
a spacious ledge below the alpine-esque
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summit block. Hand jams and a chimney
bring one to a low key run-out to the
summit anchor. (rack: doubles to 3”, wires).
A note on gear: Many routes in Woodfords
require a 70m rope. It’s best to make that
the standard when climbing in the area.
Guidebook
For topos, pictures and approach

information on newer developments in
Woodfords canyon check out http://
www.mountainproject.com/v/woodfordscanyon/106359636. For the more classic
route information, see Ron Anderson’s East
Shore Crags which has a small section on
Woodfords. This book is out of print, but
you can find a pdf of the pertinent pages
at: http://www.supertopo.com/climbing/
thread.php?topic_id=86101
/ summer 2012 /
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DIRTY SOUL CLEANSING.
A podcast dedicated to the dirtbags,
weekend warriors, and legends.
We share the same passion,
harbor the same dreams,
and yet our stories are unique.

Join the digital campfire.
Visit www.dirtbagdiaries.com
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